ورقة عمل على قطع الوحده السابعه
How to revise for exams
1.Why is revising in the morning beneficial ? Why is it recommended to revise in
the morning?

2.Mention three activities about taking a break

3.Two examples of good diet students should follow are mentioned in the
text. What are they ? According to the text, you should do two things in
order to avoid dehydration. Mention them.

4. How can you keep your mind fresh while studying ?

5.Quote the sentence which indicates the advice not to be dehydrated .

Learning a foreign language
1.Students who study foreign languages do better, on the whole, in general tests
than students who have only mastered their mother tongue. Write down two of
these tests.

2.Suggest three ways to encourage people to learn a foreign language .

3.Learning English is very important today.Think of this statement and, in two
sentences, write down your point of view.

4.Learning a foreign language includes many skills that can help you to
improve your ability in other problems-solving tasks . Write down two of
these skills.

5.What is the main benefit of the skills you obtain from learning a foreign
language?
Education in Jordan
1. There are two kinds of education in university. Mention them.

2. There are three types of education in universities in Jordan. Mention them.

3. Who is responsible for all schools in Jordan ?

4. In which universities do the most undergraduate students study ?
5. What are the advantages and disadvantages of both face-to-face and distance
learning courses ?

Learning English language
1. Students have two options about the courses before they attend this school
Mention them.
2. According to Extreme English, what two benefits can students achieve from
taking these courses ?
3. Which part of the day will be the most formal ? What happens then ?
4. Quote the sentence which indicates tha place where participants will stay
during their study ?
5. The text says
illustrate this .

that students will be living, as a family, Give two examples from the text that
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